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With vast experience and
deep expertise, founders
have a certain style that’s
impossible to replace as
a company scales.

“

”
– Greg Dunne, Founder & CEO,

SFE Partners

1 Noam Wasserman, “The Founder’s Dilemma.” Harvard Business Review, 
February 2008. https://hbr.org/2008/02/the-founders-dilemma

In a company’s early stages, it’s common for the
founder and core team to step into the role of
sales; often becoming the company’s biggest
and most important sales contributors. Wearing
multiple hats—from finding opportunities to
qualifying leads to managing the customer after
the sale—the founder thrives on his deep
expertise and experience to grow revenue.

Driven by passion for the product and vision for
the company, founders are often able to enjoy
astronomically high conversion rates. This kind of
“heavy lifting” works great to gain initial traction
when there is little brand recognition or market
presence. But even as they celebrate the shipping
of the first products, founders mark the end of
an era1 as a different set of business challenges
emerge.

Introduction
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Introduction

As sales grow, the individual approach to selling simply doesn’t work anymore. Not only is it unrealistic for
a founder to continue to fill this role, it’s unsustainable and severely limits the growth of the business. The
founder now needs to focus on other areas of the business that will allow it to grow and thrive.

To scale effectively, you need to shift gears to bridge the gap between a founder-driven, individual approach
to selling, and a repeatable, scalable sales process. This is a huge challenge, especially in start-ups where
founders are the heart and soul of their ventures.

In this paper written for founders, top management, boards and investors, we explore the best strategies for
scaling sales beyond a founder, as well as insights including:

1 Founders’ biggest frustrations with growing sales and how to overcome them

2 Problems that occur when founders continue too long as primary sales contributors

3 How to build a roadmap towards a scalable sales organization
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Founders’ resistance to dilute control over any aspect of their
company is a well-documented condition, even earning the title
Founderitis or Founder’s Syndrome. When navigating rapid growth,
a founder’s drive, energy and vision—instrumental in the company’s
early success—could turn into a hindrance in its maturation into a
self-sustaining entity.2

A Founder’s Frustrations

It’s hard to hire salespeople that have the same
motivations, experience, and passion that you do.

“
”

2 John Greathouse, “Do you Have ‘Founderitis’? In Denial? Check Out These 7 Symptoms.” Apr 21, 2014. 
Forbes. 
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A Founder’s Frustrations

Among the symptoms of Founder’s Syndrome are the inability to delegate, anger when not included in
every decision, and paranoia that the venture is slipping out of their control. When it comes to sales,
this manifests in a number of frustrations, such as:

Having been successful in closing those early
deals, founders often make the fundamental
mistake of thinking that you can grow sales by
simply adding more salespeople. Let’s say you
have a team of five salespeople and each person
is capable of selling $1 million worth of product.
Hiring five more is not going to double your sales.

This is because successful companies don’t
grow on a linear projection—from $1 to $2 million,
then $4 million and so on—they grow from
millions in sales to tens of millions. To get to
ultimately hundreds of millions in sales, you need
the volume in opportunities and the capacity to
capitalize on them, which is only possible with
efficiency in your sales process. Simply adding
more bodies will only lead to frustration.

When hiring, founders tend to overlook the fact that salespeople are by nature professional interviewers.
A job interview is, after all, the ultimate sales call, and most applicants tend to exaggerate to get a job.

But after hiring salespeople who may have been impressive in the interview, founders get frustrated when
they perform below expectations. Before you conclude that they are a bad fit for your organization, ask
yourself if it’s really a sales execution issue or if it’s a broader problem. These hires didn’t forget how to sell
when they joined your organization, so could it be a case of misaligned expectations or a disadvantageous
selling environment?

When gaining initial traction, the sales process
was all about getting in front of a small number
of likely buyers and winning an exorbitantly high
percentage of them. Selling was seen as a
primarily individual activity; after all, founders
had always been successful at driving deals and
closing them—with little need for other resources
within the organization.

One of a founder’s biggest complaints when
scaling is that new sales hires don’t hit the
conversion rates they enjoyed, believing that the
new hires simply don’t work hard enough or don’t
have the same drive. Often, that’s just a symptom
of the fact that they can’t do things the way the
founder does them.

! “I’ve hired more people, but
sales are not growing”

! “I just can’t find the right fit for my organization”

! “My sales team is not hitting
the numbers”
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Inefficient sales processes

You Don’t Have Enough Data about
Your Prospects

Sales Tools are Not Evenly
Distributed across the Pipeline

There are a number of ways a founder-driven sales approach
impacts the growth of the organization. Among the problems that
occur are:

An inefficient sales process is going to lead to a higher cost per
sale, especially if the founder keeps hiring a disproportionate
number of people that possess their own deep technical knowledge
or market expertise to independently identify opportunities at the
top of the sales funnel. Instead, this task should be left to inside
sales reps or hunters who can gather the most opportunities and
have enough knowledge to move qualified leads to the next stage
of the sales funnel.

Is it Time to Switch Gears?

Founders tend to get in the way because the team
selling approach is so different from the way they
won the early deals.

“
”
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Is it Time to Switch Gears?

One reason founders sell more is because they tend to engage in personal selling through high touch activities
such as lunches and impromptu meetings—which all are difficult to scale because they cannot be measured,
recorded and taught to others.3 Without formal systems and processes in place, knowledge of what works
and what doesn’t is locked within the heads of a few people (which unfortunately can leave the company with
them). A repeatable, scalable sales model isn’t possible without knowledge that is accessible to all layers of
the organization.

Forecasting deals based on subjective data (such as a great conversation or a gut feeling) means there is
limited visibility to future revenue, and even if there is, it’s murky and hardly more accurate than guesswork.
Having systems in place that provide visibility and predictability to future income allows investors and
leadership to make better decisions for the growth of the organization.

To determine if it’s time for your organization to change its approach to sales, ask the following questions:
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Unrepeatable win rates

Limited visibility to future revenue

Is your market share lower than it should be, given the quality of your products and services?

Is your turnover rate of salespeople higher than normal?

Do all your salespeople seem like clones? Do you have a team with complementary sales skills?

Do you have trouble replicating the successful salespeople in your organization?

Is knowledge easily transferrable and accessible by relevant employees?

Do you have formal processes in place to get salespeople started quickly?

Do you have adequate support systems to encourage your sales team to succeed in the
shortest amount of time?

Do you have enablement tools and training programs to ensure a repeatable sales process?

Is your compensation structure aligned with the motivations of salespeople rather than the
motivations of your founder?

If you answered ‘no’ to any of these, that’s a clear signal that your organization could benefit from a shift in
mindset in your approach to sales—from the ad-hoc individual approach to a professional sales
organization with clearly defined processes and a robust revenue engine.

3 Anthony Coundouris, “Four Reasons to Scale a Founder Out of a Sales Role.” Hub Australia, https://www.hubaustralia.com/four-reasons-scale-founder-sales-role/



Building a sales team for growth means you need to think in terms
of the role each member will play in getting customers through the
sales funnel.

Your inside sales team is critical—people who are able to identify
and qualify sales opportunities—otherwise known as hunters.
Tasked to get in front of as many new opportunities as possible,
hunters are then often teamed up with either outside sales reps or
distributed sales leaders who are able to take those qualified
opportunities and help drive deals to close.

You also need subject matter experts—often, people with technical
knowledge that most closely resemble the founders—who only
contribute to closing deals where their expertise is needed.

8   SFE Partners

Transforming Sales into a
Team Effort

Build the right team
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Post-founder, it’s really all about scale: getting
in front of as many opportunities as you can—
and winning your fair share of them.

“
”

For growing organizations where scale is critical, driving sales needs
to shift from a founder-driven effort to a team sport where the team
can substantially outperform the individual. To do this, you need to:



Transforming Sales into a Team Effort
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A formal customer relationship management
system (CRM) is essential to capture critical
information and ensure that knowledge, client
relationships and even vendor relationships are
owned by the company as opposed to particular
individuals. Such systems can document
customer needs, track the sales pipeline, and
guarantee that deals and relationships are not
stalled when employees leave.4

However, CRMs are only as effective as the
reason behind using them. Equally important is
deploying formal pipeline methodologies so that
all members of the sales team use the same
objective data to forecast the deals that they’re
working on—and provide visibility and
predictability to future revenue.

Finally, a formal process for compensation
review ensures a fair pay structure that rewards
performance, which keeps employees motivated
and aligns their goals to those of the sales
organization.

When motivated salespeople are given
enablement tools—anything that helps them
close the deal, including technology, skills and
resources such as sales playbooks, presentation
material, email templates, etc.—it ensures
consistency to how the company represents itself,
regardless of who is delivering the message.

Studies have shown that sales enablement tools
improve conversion rates by 23% and increase
team quota attainment by 32%. Further, sales
teams equipped with enablement tools are able
to be twice as effective at linking sales actions to
revenues.5

Implement formal systems Equip your team with
enablement tools

4   Andris A. Zoltners, PK Sinha and Sally E. Lorimer, “How to Reduce the
Costs of Salesperson Turnover.” Harvard Business Review, Nov 17, 2017.
https://hbr.org/2017/11/how-to-reduce-the-costs-of-salesperson-turnover

George Deeb, “Sales Enablement Tools Are the Keys to Making More
Money.” Entrepreneur, July 7, 2018. https://www.entrepreneur.com/
article/315039

5    
 



Transforming Sales into a Team Effort
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Put people in the right roles (including the founder)

To ensure your sales engine is running at full
potential, your salespeople must be given a
conducive environment to shine, utilizing their
different strengths and skillsets in appropriate
roles. Some salespeople are natural hunters,
while others might be more suited to a
supporting role in sales operations, which is
no less important to helping close deals. Often,
success of top-performing sales teams can be
traced to a strong sales operations function.6

This applies to the founder’s role as well. When
a founder is firmly entrenched in the sales
process, it sets a certain expectation in the    

prospect’s mind for the size and capability of
your organization. It says you’re a small start-up
bootstrapping your way through your first few deals.

However, this doesn’t mean that you should exclude
a founder from sales activity—rather, the founder’s
role should be migrated towards helping to close
important deals and managing the executives
within customers and prospects through the
process. This ensures customers that there is
an escalation process in place, and allows them
to feel empowered with their new vendor.

Founders’ Trade-Off

Transitioning to a repeatable, scalable sales environment means that the team may lose deals
along the way that founders have the ability to land, but in exchange, the team will have many more
opportunities—and a far greater number of deals—than founders would have ever had, individually.
For founders, it’s crucial to know the difference. Founders should also have reasonable expectations:
for example, if a failure involved a high degree of creative decision-making or experience, a new hire
couldn’t possibly be expected to close the deal.

Implementing formal systems such as CRM and enablement tools minimizes the number of deals
lost due to factors within the organization’s control.

The biggest sales challenge facing founders of rapidly growing
companies is understanding the difference between deals that the
sales team should have closed from deals that the founders could
have closed.

“

”
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6 Michael Viertler, David Sprengel, Sebastian Kuchler and Jochen Ulrich, “In the Best Sales Teams, About Half of the People are in Support Roles.” Harvard Business
Review, May 25, 2016. https://hbr.org/2016/05/in-the-best-sales-teams-about-half-of-the-people-are -in-support-roles



Partnering with An Expert
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The fastest way to shift gears into a professional sales organization
is to partner with a third-party sales consulting expert. An expert
would be able to:

A sales consulting expert would perform a gap analysis on the
strengths and weaknesses of the company, as well as the tools that
are necessary to be able to scale. A deep dive into your organization
involves assessing the sales team’s different skillsets to understand
where they would find the most success in the new team selling
environment.

Assess your needs 
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The assessment results are delivered along with
recommendations for how to reconfigure the
sales organization—with the least amount of pain
and friction—towards a professional team-selling
environment. And that doesn’t involve getting
rid of lots of people. It involves figuring out what
they’re really good at and then hiring people in
areas where they have talent that complements
the talents of the people that already exist.

Founders may also benefit from coaching to
help them understand why changing their sales
philosophy and the way the sales function is run
will be beneficial to them—both personally and to
the organization.

One advantage of partnering with a sales
consulting firm is the breadth of their experience
that comes from having worked with hundreds of
different companies of varying sizes across
different industries. The cumulative knowledge
and experience of having helped hundreds
of companies scale is incredibly useful to
organizations that are trying to anticipate the
consequences of making sales changes.

Partnering with An Expert

Provide recommendations Pattern-match to other organizations



Summary: A Leap of Faith
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In order to find the greatest number of opportunities for your
products and services—and then to work with buyers to understand
why they should work with your organization—scaling sales involves
a philosophical change in the way you approach the market.

It’s a leap of faith to go from winning those early deals and starting
to establish credibility in the marketplace to addressing the broader
market and growing the organization. Simply adding bodies to your
sales team and expecting a linear growth projection doesn’t work
over time.

What works is having formal systems and processes in place so
that the team can substantially outperform what the individuals
would have been able to do. This involves a degree of trust and
professionalism, as well as a willingness to dilute centralized control
over the sales process in exchange for a greater number of
opportunities. It’s essential to recognize this early on to be able to
scale effectively.

Scaling sales is a challenge that doesn’t involve
adding bodies—it involves a philosophical change
in the way you approach the market.

“
”



Ensure the Success of
Your Sales Team
Whether you’re a founder or investor of
a scaling sales organization, our expert
advisors are here to help. Contact our
team to find out how you can achieve
more manageable, more repeatable,
and exponentially more profitable sales
as you grow.

Call SFE Partners at
(781) 460-2100 or visit us at
www.sfepartners.com

About SFE Partners
Headquartered in Boston, MA, SFE Partners is 
the leading advisory firm for business leaders. 
From structuring the sales organization
to defining core processes, selecting the right
tools, and setting measurable and achievable
goals, our approach is designed to install and
motivate a growth-minded sales team. We offer
a full range of sales services for go-to-market,
scaling, M&A, and new product launches.
More than 250 companies from around the
world have chosen us for their sales consulting
and outsourcing needs.
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ASSESS. BUILD. TEST. DELIVER.

SFE PARTNERS
 100 TradeCenter, Suite G-700, Woburn, MA 01801

TEL: (781) 460 2100    l    WWW.SFEPARTNERS.COM


